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Emily Bennett had her future all figured out. Her boyfriend was heir to one of the largest oil fortunes

in Texas, and she was growing accustomed to a life of luxury and prestige. The only problem was

that he seemed to be more possessive of her with each passing day.When she stopped to think

about it, that wasn't the only problem. In recent months, they'd been growing apart, and she

wondered if they were compatible at all. She struggled with the thought of abandoning what should

be every girl's dream. It wouldn't be easy, but with a little faith and the spark of a new flame, she

might just find her heart's desire.
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I just finished reading this wonderful book, I hadn't read the prequel and I'm not sure that was

necessary to enjoy this excellent and unique emotional journey, I was just sucked into an original

story with well developed characters and a plot that grabbed my attention in every chapter. Having

been in an unhealthy relationship with a clingy, insecure and untrusting partner, I really related to

the dilemma that Emily was facing with her difficult and trying relationship with Robin... Oh Robin...



What a brilliantly written character! As if he was conceptualized by my ex-partner! The writing was

just superb, so engaging and presented by one of decades of experience and skill. I won't reveal

any plot here because every chapter is a stepping stone that you must enjoy for yourself.

Altogether, this was an interesting and original concept for a plot and I enjoyed it thoroughly! 5 stars

for quality writing and compelling story, a recommendation from me for anyone who loves rich

character development and multi-emotion stories!

Another enjoyable read, with drama, humor and romance! I liked The characters Emily, Shane. . .

and Thomas. It was nice how they included Thomas, with Down's syndrome in all their family

events, showing how special and loved he was. And once again I liked the Christian emphasis

through out the story.

Emily, learns this very important lesson when her very wealthy boyfriend's action turn violent. She

learns that going back to the basics is the best way find peace during a difficult time. Of course,

sweet Thomas is such a star and helps the good romance right along. Ms. St James again delivers

an outstanding and inspirational romance.

I actually stayed up until 2am to finish reading it! So much about trusting God & letting Him lead.

Good lessons on abusive relationships & this series also shows what a joy it can be to have

special-needs children & people in your circle of friends.

Very well written. The story reminded me of that of a very dear friend and the challenges she has

faced from just such a boyfriend. Brooke St. James seems very talented at taking on social issues

and giving characters a chance for redemption and healing. Looking for more great stories from this

author...

I read a book every two or three days. Many are good, most are average, but this author is deep.

She creates emotion in the reader both happy and sad....but in a good way. Good, clean and

wholesome read just waiting for the next chapter. You will not want to put it down until finished!!

Love it!

This story is solid and entertaining. However, the surprising need for editing was a significant

distraction. It was both unusual and disappointing to read incorrect use of verbs and poor phrasing



in an otherwise well-written story. The lack of editing makes the story seem more like a high school

composition in need of teacher correction than a published work available for sale.

Emily Bennett loved Shane Rollins for years even thou it started with a big crush at the age of 14.

You need to read about the seriousness of this young girl when it came to this young man. Emily

has been dating Robin Buller for 3 years, he is from one of the wealthiest families in the state, from

cattle but mostly oil. He has a big problem with his temper and jealousy over everything con earning

emily, and it is starting to physically abuse Emily. You need to see how this young jerk feels his

money and all the games fits he gives her entitles him to do as he pleases. I could say more about

these s jerk but you need to read the story.
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